Tips to help you find your way

- Keep in mind that our campus is built on a hill. The 5th floor of Younker/Powell is the same level as the 1st floor of the main hospital. Look for the crossovers to travel to and from each side of the campus.

- Look for wall directions throughout our campus (next to elevators and at hallway intersections). The directories will become more detailed as you get closer to a given area.

- Most elevators are labeled with overhead signs and a color-coded system. As you get closer to a given area, the directories will become more detailed as you get closer to a given area.

- Keep in mind that our campus is built on a hill.

PATIENT REGISTRATION

Most patients arriving for outpatient tests and labs need to register at Patient Registration on North 1, near the main entrance (entrance #2).

Patients having a surgical procedure, cath lab procedure or cardiovascular or neurological test, must register in the Surgical Center on East A (entrance #2).

Important Phone Numbers

Chaplain .......................................................... (515) 241-6212
Emergency Department .................................. (515) 241-6213
Pediatric ......................................................... (515) 241-6611
Main Hospital Number ................................. (515) 241-6212
Patient Access/Registration ......................... (515) 241-5089
Patient Transport ........................................... (515) 241-7999
Public Safety (Security), 1423 High Street ... (515) 241-6476
(lost and found, escorts, vehicle jump starts and unlocks)

VOLET Services ............................................. (515) 202-2139

To Methodist/Blank Children’s from I-235 (eastbound and westbound):

- Exit I-235 at Keo Way South.
- Follow Keo Way south to 12th Street.
- Turn right on 12th Street and follow the road up the hill to the Methodist/Blank Children’s campus.
- Visitor parking is available on the north and south sides of the campus, or in the ramp on the west side of the campus.

To Methodist/Blank Children’s from the south (Fleur Drive/airport):

- Take Fleur Drive north to Ingersoll Avenue. (Fleur Drive will become MLK Jr. Parkway shortly before entering Ingersoll)
- Turn right on Ingersoll Avenue and continue to 15th Street.
- Turn left on 15th Street and continue north to Pleasant Street.
- Turn right on Pleasant Street.
- Visitor parking is available on the north and south sides of the campus, or in the ramp on the west side of the campus.